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Michael Borremans at the Tel Aviv

Museum of Art

The solo exhibition devoted by the Tel

Aviv Museum to the Belgian artist

Michael Borremans,  will run until

January 31st. Michael Borremans is one

of the most prominent and challenging

artists active today. The exhibition

encompasses about one hundred of his

highly evocative paintings, drawings and

films from the last fourteen years. “It

provides the Israeli public with a unique

opportunity to view a complex body of

work which is both disconcerting and

mesmerizingly beautiful, says the

curator, Jeffrey Grove. The works invite

multiple interpretations, conveying a

sense of disruption and ambiguity.”

Michel Kichka at the Israeli Cartoon

Museum

Israeli Professor Daniel Wagner is the

recipient of the 2014 Christoffel

Plantin Prize

Professor Daniel Wagner from the

Weizmann Institute will be awarded the

2014 Christoffel Plantin Prize, during a

ceremony that will take place in

Antwerpen  on October 20th. The prize

will be presented to him by the governor

of the Province of Antwerpen, Ms. Cathy

Berx. Named after the famous

Renaissance Flemish book printer, the

prize rewards each year a Belgian

citizen who resides out of Belgium and

who has made a significant contribution

in a particular field of study. Born in

Israel, Daniel Wagner grew up in

Brussels, where he earned his BA in

physics at the Free University of

Brussels (1975). He pursued his studies

at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem

where he earned his Masters and PhD

degrees. In 1986, he joined the

Department of Materials Research  of

the Weizmann Institute. He now holds

the Livio Norzi Professorial Chair in

Materials Science. The research team of

Daniel Wagner conducts experimental

and modeling work to understand and

optimize the mechanical behavior at the

micro- and nano-scale of synthetic and

biological composites.

http://www.tamuseum.org.il/about-the-exhibition/michael-borremans
http://wis-wander.weizmann.ac.il/tags/daniel-wagner#.VEDKgZR_u8A
https://www.google.co.il/search?q=michel+kichka&biw=1280&bih=709&tbm=isch&imgil=c5QqZ6Gdxhw_cM%253A%253BbYaKKAm9TVKiQM%253Bhttp%25253A%25252F%25252Fcartoons.arte.tv%25252Fmichel-kichka-israel%25252F%25253Flang%2525253Den&source=iu&pf=m&fir=c5QqZ6Gdxhw_cM%253A%252CbYaKKAm9TVKiQM%252C_&usg=__wSggw-wnBsrBjL8YlFMO5F5JLE8%3D&ved=0CHoQyjc&ei=ON5AVKz9FqyM7AaFwYG4Aw#facrc=_&imgdii=_&imgrc=c5QqZ6Gdxhw_cM%253A%3BbYaKKAm9TVKiQM%3Bhttp%253A%252F%252Fcartoons.arte.tv%252Fwp-content%252Fuploads%252F2012%252F10%252Fkichka06.jpg%3Bhttp%253A%252F%252Fcartoons.arte.tv%252Fmichel-kichka-israel%252F%253Flang%253Den%3B600%3B438


'Comics Comme il faut - Michel Kichka

Draws Comics for Kids' – this is the

name of the exhibition devoted to the

famous Belgian-Israeli artist, Michel

Kichka, at the Israeli Cartoon Museum.

Kichka, who was born and grew up in

Belgium, draws from the very rich

Belgian comics tradition. He arrived to

Israel in his twenties and for the last

forty years has been producing

caricatures, illustrations, posters and an

acclaimed graphic novel: “The second

generation”. He teaches drawing at the

Bezalel Academy of Arts. The exhibition

will run from October 31st to February

14th 2015.

Brussels Biennale of Modern

Architecture – October 4-25, 2014

Entitled 'Living in modern isms', this first

edition of the Brussels Biennale of

Modern Architecture focuses on the

different forms of modern living that

were built in Brussels between 1918

and 1972. A whole range of

architecture, cultural heritage,

craftsmanship and design will be at

display during the biennale. During each

of the four Saturdays, there will

be guided tours in English, French,

Dutch and German in four private homes

which open their doors for this unique

event. The contact with the owners

during the visit emphasizes this brand

Nocturnes - evening programs at

Brussels' museums

The 'Nocturnes' have become a

permanent fixture in the autumnal

culture of the Belgian capital. The

formula stays unchanged: every

Thursday between 5 and 10 PM, six to

eight museums will offer guided tours,

animations and workshops. This year,

63 museums will participate in this

period between September 18th to

December 18th 2014. It’s the ideal

opportunity to discover the museums of

Brussels in a relaxed atmosphere.

Sensation and sensuality, Rubens and

his legacy – September 25th-January

4th, 2015

Rubens made Flanders one of the

world’s foremost regions for painting.

The Flemish master-painter developed

his own personal style, crafting scenes

that exuded lust and were marked by

violence, as well as compassion and

elegance. These themes inspired artists

all over the world for many centuries to

come. In this unique exhibition by

BOZAR, in collaboration with the Royal

Museum of Fine Arts Antwerp and the

http://docomomo.be/2014/08/28/brussels-biennale-of-modern-architecture-living-in-modern-isms-1918-1972/
http://www.brusselslife.be/en/article/nocturnes-of-brussels-museums
http://www.cartoon.org.il/article/Exhibition27.aspx
http://www.bozar.be/activity.php?id=13206&lng=en


new form of interactive tourism. There

will also be three lectures and

three bike rides.

Belgian Chocolate Village opens in

Brussels

The Belgian chocolate village opened on

September 20th in the old Koekelberg

chocolate factory in Brussels. History,

culture, tradition, a tasting room, a gift

shop and a tropical greenhouse have all

been made available so that visitors can

discover the thousand and one facets of

the world of chocolate.

J’aime les Belges – Jacques Brel and

Belgium

The exhibition « J’aime les Belges »,

organized by “Les éditions Jacques Brel”

in Brussels, highlights Brel’s complex

relationship with his native country.

Royal Academy of Arts in London, you

can rediscover the work of this

indomitable genius that has withstood

the test of time as well as that of his

heirs. You can also see canvases by Van

Dyck, Watteau, Delacroix, Manet and

Kokoschka as well as engravings by

Rembrandt and Picasso.

For the love of the saxophone

Without Adolphe Sax’ famous creation,

the saxophone, the music we listen to

today would be incomparably different.

In jazz alone, there would be no Charlie

Parker or John Coltrane. To celebrate

the bicentenary of this Belgian musician,

the Brussels Musée Instrumental ( MIM )

runs a major exhibition, SAX200, which

reveals the creative genius that was

Adolphe Sax. It showcases 170 of his

instruments and also shines a light on

Sax himself, a man to whom no one was

indifferent. In his life, he suffered legal

disputes, sabotage and even

assassination attempts…

The exhibition remains open until the

1st of November 2014.

http://www.opt.be/informations/tourist-attractions-koekelberg-belgian-chocolate-village-opening-on-20-09-14-in-brussels/en/V/63880.html
http://www.belgique-tourisme.be/informations/attractions-touristiques-bruxelles-editions-jacques-brel-a-bruxelles/fr/V/21403.html
http://www.sax200.be/


Through interviews with Brel, his songs

and testimonies of persons close to him,

one discovers unknown facets of this

great singer, as he shares his love for

his homeland with a sense of modesty,

humour, derision and excess. Until

December 31st 2015.

Our consular section

is being renovated!

The consular section is

currently being renovated, but

nonetheless open to the

public during the following

opening hours:

Monday: 8:00 - 14:00

Tuesday and Thursday: 8:00 -

13:00

Friday: 8:00 - 12:00

(closed on Wednesday)

Public holidays in 2014

Christmas - Thursday 25

December

Address and phone number

Abba Hillel Silver St. 12, 15th floor

52506 Ramat-Gan

+972 3 613 81 30
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